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For some time, I’ve felt that I needed to talk about this.  I can imagine many of us are not 

strangers to difficult feelings and experiences with religion for deeply personal and public 

reasons; reasons that may touch on the very core of who we are as individuals, as members of 

families, and who we are in community with others here at home and abroad out there in the big 

world.  And I want you to know—as if I need to tell you—there are a lot of good people who 

struggle with this: who’ve been deeply hurt by religion and who worry about the mayhem and 

malignity it has caused.  It didn’t take long for me growing up as a student and citizen to see, for 

example, that the combination of religion and politics has been one of the greatest single causes 

of suffering in human history.  

I want you to know, as well, that if people find themselves hating religion, they’re in 

good, rather exalted company.  Consider this choice passage from the Book of Amos: 

Ah, you notables of the leading nation…you who wish for the day of the LORD!...

 Listen, [says the Most High] I hate, I despise your religious festivals, and I take no delight in 

your solemn assemblies…Spare me the sound of your hymns and let Me not hear the music of 

your lutes.  Why?  Because you oppress the poor and rob the needy…you detest those whose 

plea is just; you impose taxes on the poor…You’ve built houses of hewn stone, but don’t live in 

them…You loll about on ivory beds…feasting on lambs from the flock and calves from the stalls. 

The prudent will hate evil; seek and love the good; establish justice…let justice roll down like 

waters and righteousness like an ever-flowing stream.”  (Amos 5)

There, I had to read that at least once out loud in this room.  For thousands of years, from 

earth to the heavens, we’ve been made to grieve and shake our heads in disbelief with blood 

boiling and hearts breaking at a manifest disconnect—the disconnect between the ostentatious 
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displays of piety during the weekend, and then the rest of the week?—corrosive, damaging 

oppression by those same theatrically pious, the phonies and charlatans from the moral police 

and all the would be messiahs and their minions, wielding sceptre, statute and sword, who rule 

unjustly and with such heartless violence. 

Yeah, I’ve had my issues with religion; still do.  You may, as well.

Last week, there was a forum in the Fireside Room to discuss “What Do We Call 

Ourselves?”—that is, the issue of whether to formally change the name of our congregation.  It 

was well attended and moderated, with lots of respect and patient listening.  We’ll continue to 

explore this question, and I encourage all of us to have our voices heard.  But there’s something 

else—as the mic went around, I listened with keen interest to everything, but for today, now, it’s 

this: it was the personal stories of how we’ve found ourselves here after having been wounded 

deeply by experiences with religion in the past.  

Over the years, I’ve heard many stories and experienced my own: coercion and prayers 

directed against one’s sexuality—and the ensuing ostracism; clerical abuse of a child berated and

told he had to make a choice, he had to decide whether to be loyal to god or his wayward family; 

a teenage girl told: “stop asking questions!” and then being shown the door, as though her mind 

could be turned off like a light switch.  And what about the kids being accused of being inspired 

by the devil for drawing on a Sunday school lesson paper, or wearing a too-short dress or hair 

too-long, or not covering up their hair, or listening to ‘satanic’ rock ‘n roll.  

And what about the preaching week-in-and-out from the pulpit of a binary world-view of 

saints and demons dividing up families, neighbours, and nations, and pitting persons against 

themselves by situating this messed up spiritual, psychic battlefield in the sanctum of their own 

heart and mind; and let’s no forget the guilt and self-condemnation because we didn’t pray 
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enough, give enough, evangelize enough, read scriptures enough, obey the sabbath enough, or go

to worship enough.  

 I recently heard an interview with the neurologist Oliver Sacks; one story he told 

continues to haunt me.   Sacks recalls how, when he was eighteen growing up, his mother, 

learning of his sexual attraction to men, with a look of horror on her face shrieked: “you’re an 

abomination; I wish you had never been born.”  Sacks went on to say that the matter was never 

spoken of again, and that a cordiality and even love was slowly rebuilt.  “But her brutal, hateful 

words,” he said quietly, “her curse, made me hate Judaism and all religions in their capacity for 

inhuman bigotry and cruelty, and turned me, in part, into a self-hating, self-accusing 

homosexual.” (https://www.wnycstudios.org/podcasts/radiolab/articles/oliver-sacks-journey-where-to-where )

Sacks’ story, all of our stories are unique; but I think it’s also an example of the way 

religion can wound a person—young or adult—and wound them indelibly.  All of that moral 

terrorism is enough to suck the soul and life out of a person and turn them off against religion for

good.

And the fact is, people, especially the young, even in the United States, let alone Canada, 

have been leaving organized religion in droves.  Until quite recently, the US was exceptional for 

its high rates of religious belief and observance.  But something’s happened: the rise of religious 

non-affiliation in the US is neither slow, subtle or due to some fluky cycle; it’s been phenomenal 

and shows no signs of abating.  (Thompson, “Three Decades Ago, America Lost Its Religion. Why?, Atlantic, Sept. 26, 2019; 

Cox & Thomson-DeVeaux, “Millennials are leaving religion and not coming back,” https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/millennials-are-leaving-

religion-and-not-coming-back )

Once believing they were immune to this trend, even evangelicals are beginning to panic,

because they, like many other religions, are losing their millennials; and they may not be coming 

back. (see Michael Gerson, “White evangelicals should panic” Washington Post, 2019-08-0-30)  Luke Olliff, a 30 year old 
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living in Atlanta, says that he and his wife gradually shed their religious convictions together.  “It

was a mutual thing,” he said.  “We moved to the city and talked a lot about how we came to see 

all this negativity from people who were highly religious and, increasingly, we just didn’t want a 

part in it.”  Mandy Jones, a 32 year-old woman living in Southern California, grew up going to 

church regularly, but said she’s no longer religious and is convinced a religious upbringing is not

what she’ll choose for her one-year-old child.  “My own upbringing was religious,” she says, 

“but I’ve come to believe you can get more important moral teachings outside religion.  In some 

ways, I actually think many religious organizations are not good role models for those 

teachings.” (see Cox and Thomson-DeVeaux)

Negativity?  Not good role models?  Residential schools carried out cultural genocide.  

Exalted Muslim clerics see the hand and will of god in missile launches and suicide bombings, 

while tele-evangelists see his scourging work on display in hurricanes.  Hindu supremacists in 

India, bent on vanquishing the ideas of inclusiveness and unity championed by Gandhi, Nehru 

and Tagore, vilify and attack Muslims, rationalists and leftists.  Protests by Islamist parties in 

Turkey culminated last summer with the government removing the teaching of evolution in 

classroom curricula.  Preachers and theologians in the American South justified race-based 

chattel slavery, saying the bodies and souls of black Africans were dependent on the paternalistic

supervision of white civilization.

Catholic priest abuse scandals world-wide were covered up by church hierarchy for 

decades.  Southern Baptists were roiled last year by allegations of sexual harassment and abuse 

among the denomination’s leaders.  United Methodists are still bogged down about same-sex 

marriage and allowing LGBT individuals to be clergy.  To this day, Mormon hierarchs deny the 

priesthood to women, preach against homosexuality and excommunicate those who would dare 
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to raise difficult questions about church history, clerical abuse and doctrine.  Catholic bishops 

and priests are still constrained to condemn same- sex relations, contraception and abortion, 

without being able to cite one word of condemnation from Jesus—which may be one reason “a 

healthy majority of all Catholics” in Canada and the US are in favor of same-sex marriage; with 

Catholic millennials, by increasing majorities, supporting abortion for any reason. (Timothy Egan, 

“Why people hate religion,” NY Times, Aug. 30, 2019; Douglas Todd, “We can stop typecasting Catholics and Sikhs—now the election is over, 

Vancouver Sun, January 16, 2020)

And speaking of Jesus, who taught that people will be judged by how they treat the 

hungry, the poor, the least among us, only a quarter of white evangelicals in the States say their 

country has some responsibility to take in refugees. Which recently led comic writer Andy 

Borowitz to pen this satirical headline: “Trump Orders Pence to Find Bible Where Jesus Tells 

People to Get the Hell Out.” (https://www.newyorker.com/humor/borowitz-report/trump-orders-pence-to-find-passage-in-bible-

where-jesus-tells-people-to-get-the-hell-out )

And do we wonder why many people mock and hate religion?  

I wish that I could end this dreary litany there, and turn to some sweetness and light, but I

can’t yet; there’s a proverbial unnamed gorilla still in the room.  The writers of the Hebrew 

Scriptures knew that power and the itching for it, corrupts and those writings are full of examples

of the corrosion of power in the phenomenon of what they call “court prophets.”  That’s the 

gorilla—court prophets, the so-called “holy men,” then and now, who “wear their piety like a 

fluorescent orange vest” and give spiritual cover for corrupt, violent and immoral political 

leaders. (Egan)  Court prophets—"holy men” (and women)—they’re the ones who tell the king 

exactly what he wants to hear, who assure the people that what the king says and does is blessed 

by god—regardless of what we know is right, and that the rules don’t apply to him: he can pay 

hush money to a porn actress, bully and demean honourable veterans and the disabled, 

immiserate the poor, call neo-nazis “very fine people,” serially violate his oath of office, and 
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tweet descriptions of himself as the second coming of god.  Trust us, say the court prophets, 

when we say you can trust and get pumped up by the king because they would have us believe—

and they’re sold themselves on this toxic, moronic brew—they would have us believe god is 

using him to advance the cause of their tribe.  “There has never been anyone who has defended 

us and who has fought for us, and who we have loved more than Donald J. Trump,” said Ralph 

Reed, chairman of the Faith and Freedom Coalition. (https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/jul/07/donald-trump-

evangelical-supporters) 

“People hate religion,” writes Timothy Egan, “when the loudest proponents of religion 

are mercenaries for a leader who debases everything he touches.”  

Here’s a piece of wisdom written by someone who today we’d call a millennial.  In 1785,

the 34 year old  James Madison, who a few years later became a principal author the US 

Constitution and that nation’s fourth president, wrote this: “Religion is a gift of nature… and can

be directed only by reason and conviction, and not by force or violence; it can never properly be

a matter for armies to decide or legislatures to promote.  Only reason and conviction are 

relevant to decisions on who worships when or where or how—or if at all.  What lessons has 

history taught us about the effects of every alliance between church and state?  What have been 

its fruits? he asked.  And then he answered: More or less in all places, pride and indolence in 

the Clergy, ignorance and servility in the laity; and in both, superstition, bigotry and 

persecution.” 

(from “…Memorial and Remonstrance,” in Edwin S. Gaustad, Faith of Our Fathers: Religion and the New Nation, pp. 142-9) 

People hate religion when it oppresses, not liberates, when it obscures, not enlightens, 

when it deceives, not speaks truth, when it pushes down, not lifts up, when it turns a heart to 

flint, not breaks it with compassion, when it “knows” the mind of god and trots it around on a 
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leash, and not confess humility before that transcending mystery wonder which says “my ways 

are not your ways,”—the transcending mystery and wonder that

“sits above the circle of the earth and stretches out the heavens like a curtain,” that says “the 

nations are like a drop in the bucket, and are accounted as dust on the scales… and brings 

princes to nought and makes the rulers of the earth as nothing; scarcely are they planted, 

scarcely are they sown, scarcely has their stem taken root in the earth, when the wind blows 

upon them, and they wither, and the tempest carries them off like stubble.” (Isaiah 40)

As young people slip away from organized religion, it’s not like they’ve become amoral 

hedonistic hell-bait.  They smoke less, fight less, binge drink less, turn less to hard drugs and 

have fewer unwanted pregnancies than previous generations. (see https://www.vox.com/a/teens) They may 

not be able to quote from the Bible or the Quran, or sit in a pew or kneel in prayer, but their 

economic and social politics—which increasingly, resoundingly insist on equity, fairness, justice,

compassion and care for the earth and its future—their future—bear more than passing 

resemblance to the Sermon on the Mount, to the prophetic justice Suras in the Quran, and to 

these choice couple of verses from Hebrew Scripture: 

“Do you expect me to overlook the obscene wealth you’ve piled up by cheating and fraud,” the 

Lord asks through the prophet Micah.  “Do you think I’ll tolerate shady deals and scheming?  

I’m tired of the violent rich bullying their way [in this world] with bluffs and lies.” 

I didn’t grow up hating religion; it helped that I was surrounded by many exemplary, 

kindly people of faith and that I went to public schools with a motley assortment of kids from all 

kinds of backgrounds and religions.  No, my “issue” with religion was slowly, cumulatively 

learned from history, from my studies of world religions and theology, from a number of 
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dreadful personal experiences, from hearing your stories and those of countless others, and from 

the headlines and articles of the daily media.  

Once, if the story’s true, Mohandas Gandhi was called out for the way he frequently 

quoted Jesus and was asked why he refused to become a Christian.  To which he replied, “Oh, I 

don’t reject Jesus, I love him.  I don’t like your Christians…so many of you are nothing like 

him.”  (your Muslims, Sikhs, Hindus and Rastafarians, your Buddhists, Jews, Pagans and Mormons, your Daoists, Jains, Shintos, Confucians 

and Bahais….)  

And us?  Would Gandhi say, “Oh, I like your Socinus, your Channing, your Margot 

Adler, but I don’t know if I like your Steven Epperson.”

In closing, fifteen years ago Tom Harpur, writing in the Toronto Star, said to the many 

Canadians frustrated in their deeply spiritual search, that they should look to the Unitarians, 

calling it “Canada’s most unusual religion.”  He cited our approach on personal experience, 

conscience, and reason, our absence of dogma and creed, our democracy, and the way we 

welcome atheists, agnostics and the religious alike.  

“You have to be impressed more by what they’re for than what they reject, he wrote. “They 

believe in the duty of each to foster the nourishment and maturing of our soul and to hear the 

divine call to work for the healing of the planet and its inhabitants. Unitarians face a unique 

opportunity to fill the growing spiritual void…They want meaning now and a future hope.

(Harpur, “Unitarians could fill vacuum,” Toronto Star, May 15, 2005)

 In spite of everything, that’s what brought me into this faith and has kept me here.
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